
journal of the Brno Natural History Society; however, this journal was sent out to

libraries across Europe and Mendel himself tried to interest leading international

botanists in his work, albeit without success.61 Another explanation is that the

mathematical rigour Mendel applied to inheritance was too advanced for its time,

biologists in those days being used to qualitative, not quantitative, explanations of

nature.63 Whatever the exact reason for their initial obscurity, the value of

Mendel’s findings was finally recognized more than thirty years after they first

appeared in print, by Hugo de Vries, Carl Correns, and Erich von Tschermak,

scientists coming to similar conclusions themselves.64 It would be nice to say

Mendel’s prior claim to fame was acknowledged fairly and ungrudgingly, how-

ever, de Vries originally seems to have tried to pass off Mendel’s insights as his

own, only to be rumbled by Correns.64 Such are the temptations of immortality,

albeit of the scientific variety.

Given that Wallace lived for thirteen years after the rediscovery of Mendel’s

findings, one might have expected him to welcome this major theoretical link that

had eluded him and Darwin. Yet, up to his death, Wallace remained unconvinced

of its importance.65 His scepticism was partly due to the fact that de Vries linked
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This insight led to the first genetic ‘map’. Remarkably, Alfred Sturtevant, who

first proposed such a map, was only an undergraduate student when he came up

with this idea.68 Sturtevant had been so inspired by Morgan’s lectures he asked if

he could work in the latter’s lab. Morgan was happy to take gifted students under

his wing and Sturtevant became fully integrated into the lab even as he studied for

his degree. As further inspiration for an ambitious student, Morgan’s lab was one

of the first in which students were treated as colleagues and encouraged to be co-

authors or even sole authors of papers.78 Such democracy was unusual given that

the model at this time was the ‘German research university, in which the Geheim-

rat, the great scientific leader, ordered the hierarchy of his subordinates’.68 Instead,

in Morgan’s lab, ‘each carried on his own experiments, but each knew exactly what

the others were doing, and each new result was freely discussed’.79
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Musing one evening about the linkage phenomenon, Sturtevant realized that

‘the variations in the strength of linkage already attributed by Morgan to difference

in the spatial separation of the gene offered the possibility of determining

sequence in the linear dimensions of a chromosome. I went home and spent

most of the night (to the neglect of my undergraduate homework) in producing

the first chromosome map.’68 Crucially, knowing the linkage frequencies for at

least three characteristics would allow not only the order of the genes associated

with these characteristics on the chromosome to be known, but also their relative

distances from each other (see Figure 3).78 As well as revolutionizing experimental

genetics, this discovery paved the way for genetically mapping human character-

istics, including diseases. The pioneering nature of Morgan’s research was

acknowledged in 1933 with a Nobel Prize; notably, he shared the prize money
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Miescher predicted that DNA would soon ‘prove tantamount in importance to

proteins’.86 However, despite a major clue as to the physiological role of the

molecule being its exclusive location on chromosomes, DNA was not thought

complex enough to carry the hereditary information. Instead, proteins, also

abundant in chromosomes for reasons we’ll explore later, seemed much more

suited to this role.86 Proteins were, after all, at this time being identified as life’s

‘building blocks’. We now know proteins form the primary cellular structures, but

also catalyse chemical reactions, and control transport into and within the cell. To

carry out such multiple roles, proteins come in many shapes and sizes, a feature

made possible by the 20 different amino acids, each with its own individual

character, of which these molecules are built. The multiple ways in which

amino acids can be combined produces the dizzying diversity of protein types

(see Figure 4). Proteins can be long, thin, and fibrous like collagen, with a higher

tensile strength than steel, which it imparts to bones or cartilage, or soluble and

globular like haemoglobin, which carries oxygen around the body. It was hardly

odd then to assume that since proteins are the building blocks of life, they would

also be its instruction manual.

In contrast, DNA seemed a far simpler and less interesting molecule. In contrast

to proteins, the units of DNA come in just four varieties. A unit of DNA is called a

nucleotide and consists of three parts. The first is a deoxyribose sugar, which
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Figure 4. Different types of proteins
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thymine, or A, C, G, T for short. Watson and Crick proposed that the two strands

of the double helix were held together by an attraction of A for T, and G for C,

these paired bases occupying the space within the helix-like steps in a spiral

staircase (see Figure 5). So famous is this iconic structure now that Martin Kemp,

an art historian at Oxford University, recently called it ‘the Mona Lisa of modern

science’.105 Scientifically, the structure made sense of a previous discovery by Erwin

Chargaff of Columbia University, New York, whose chemical analysis of DNA in

1952 showed that A and T occurred in equal amounts, as did G and C.106 Chargaff

himself thoughtWatson and Crick were a couple of cowboys on the make, after an

encounter in which the pair showed their ignorance about the chemical structures

of the nucleotide bases.107 A decade afterWatson and Crick’s discovery, his opinion

of them hadn’t improved, as shown by his comment that ‘molecular biology is

essentially the practice of biochemistry without a license’.108 Yet their structure

made sense of Chargaff’s findings in a way that had eluded him.
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tempered by frequent trips to the beach, during which play was combined with

intense discussions about how to overcome the block.129 Finally, after trying a

variety of conditions, the three experimenters detected a newly formed radioactive

RNA associated with ribosomes, indicating it was linked to protein production. The

intermediary had been found and was christened messenger RNA, or mRNA.129

These combined studies showed mRNA is produced in the nucleus as a single-

stranded copy of the DNA code, with a distinct mRNA for each protein-coding

gene. The tRNAs play a dual role, on the one hand bringing a specific amino acid

to the ribosome, on the other recognizing the sequence of bases that specifies that

amino acid in the RNA (and DNA) code (see Figure 6). The puzzle was almost

complete; it only required the code to be cracked. Gamow had suggested a triplet

code but did this match reality? In 1961, an ingenious approach was devised by

Crick and Brenner to test this idea. Using chemicals to mutate DNA, they found

they could insert or remove bases in phage DNA.131 If they removed or added one

or two bases the effects upon the virus were catastrophic; however, if three were
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removed or added, there was little effect. This suggested each amino acid was

coded by a triplet of bases, since adding or removing one or two bases caused a

‘frameshift’ in a three-letter word code, scrambling the meaning of the code

beyond the mutation. In contrast, adding or removing three bases only altered a

single amino acid. This still left the crucial issue of which triplets coded for which

amino acid. This problem was solved by Marshall Nirenberg and his assistant

Johann Matthaei at the National Institutes of Health in Maryland, who showed

that an artificial RNA consisting of multiple U bases generated a protein consisting

solely of phenylalanine, implying that UUU specified this amino acid.132 Similar

studies identified every other triplet sequences, or codons, that specify the twenty

different amino acids, as well as where the protein starts and stops (see Figure 7).

Nirenberg received a Nobel Prize for his discovery in 1973.

These findings showed Gamow was right to propose a triplet code but wrong

to suggest it overlapped. Moreover, each amino acid could be specified by more

than one triplet, making it a redundant code. The discovery of the genetic code

signalled the primacy of the new discipline of molecular biology. Central to this

was Crick’s claim that life is a one-way flow of information from DNA to RNA to
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culminated in the discovery of what became known as the cAMP activator

protein, or CAP.154 Further studies showed that CAP was a positive regulator of

exactly the type that Englesberg had proposed. Now, belatedly, the significance of

his findings was recognized, and here, finally, was an explanation for Monod’s

original observation. In the presence of both sugars, initially only glucose is

metabolized because its presence inhibits the activation of the CAP protein and

therefore expression of the lac operon. But once the glucose is used up, the CAP

protein is activated and the presence of lactose means the repressor does not

inhibit expression of the lac operon (see Figure 8).154

So Monod’s initial observation of a quirky feature of bacterial growth had led to

the establishment of the fundamental principles by which gene expression in

bacteria is regulated. Ironically, he was now offered the Chair of Biochemistry at

the Sorbonne, the institution which had previously judged his studies as being ‘of

no interest’.155 In fact, Jacob and Monod’s discovery went even further than the

recognition of how genes are turned on or off, for during his studies Monod

stumbled upon another key biological process that would turn out to be central to
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how enzymes, and indeed proteins in general, respond to changes in their

environment. What he had recognized was, that for lactose to exert its effects

upon the lac repressor so rapidly, it must physically interact with the protein

somehow. Moreover, cAMP must interact with the CAP protein in a similar

fashion. Recognizing the importance of the discovery, Monod announced to a

startled Agnes Ullmann that he had discovered ‘the second secret of life’. Later

Ullmann recalled that ‘I was quite alarmed by this unexpected revelation and asked

him if he needed a glass of whisky. After the second or maybe the third glass, he

explained the discovery, which he had already given a name: “allostery”.’156

Allosteric regulators act on enzymes at a site distinct from their catalytic centre.

Instead, they influence their target’s activity by altering its 3D structure, a ‘con-

formational change’ that alters the shape of the catalytic centre by action at a

distance (see Figure 9). Just as allosteric regulation of metabolism is as important

for our own cells as for bacteria, so the studies of gene regulation in bacteria

pioneered by Jacob and Monod have proven highly relevant for complex
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Figure 9. Allosteric control of enzyme activity
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University of California, who led the study, believes this shows ‘there’s something

about young blood that can literally reverse the impairments you see in the older

brain’.164 Remarkably, these changes are primarily due to reactivation of CREB in

a brain region called the hippocampus, that plays a central role in learning and

memory, with the reactivated CREB turning on genes that regulate connections

between nerve cells. This effect of young blood was traced to a protein called

GDF11.163 Before we get too excited about the possibilities for ageing humans,

and whether Count Dracula was on to something after all (though presumably he

would have needed to inject his victims’ blood rather than drink it), it remains to

be seen whether this kind of approach could be used in our own species. As

Villeda said, ‘I wish our manuscript could come with a big caption that says “Do

not try this at home”. We need a clinical trial to see if this applies to humans, and

to see if there are effects that we don’t want.’164 In fact, GDF11 is currently being

tested in clinical trials in aged humans. Whatever the outcome as an anti-ageing
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particularly tightly packed DNA.177 Klug’s estimation of his work was that it was

‘not necessarily glamorous, nor does it often produce immediate results, but it

seeks to increase our basic understanding of living processes’.178 Certainly, its

significance was viewed as sufficiently important by the Nobel Prize committee,

who awarded the prize to Klug in 1982. Kornberg would receive his own Nobel

Prize in 2006 for working out the fine detail of the process of transcription in

eukaryotes—species whose cells have a nucleus, which includes complex multi-

cellular organisms like ourselves, but also the unicellular yeast.

Initially, histones were thought only important for packaging DNA into a

manageable form in the nucleus. However, in the 1990s, Michael Grunstein at

the University of California and David Allis at the Rockefeller University, New

York, showed that addition of an acetyl group (chemical structure -COCH3) to

histones by the cellular machinery radically alters their interaction with DNA.179
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One basic way in which an organism is structured is along its body axes.188 Like

other vertebrates we humans have a top and bottom, a back and front, plus a left

and right side. Vertically, we have a head containing a brain at the top of our

bodies, a torso with two arms at the upper end and two legs at the lower end,

while in the other direction we have a back with a spine and shoulder blades and a

front with chest and midriff. Finally, our internal organs are positioned according

to a left–right asymmetry.189 Most people’s hearts are on their left side, although

exceptions to this rule exist, and not just fictional characters like James Bond’s

adversary Dr No, who survived an assassination attempt because his heart was on

his right.190 So singer Donny Osmond, whose picture adorned the bedroom walls
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disease, named after clinicians Waren Tay and Bernard Sachs, who, in the late

nineteenth century, first noticed its occurrence among children of Ashkenazi

Jewish immigrants in the US.208 Symptoms begin as early as 6 months of age,

when a previously normal child’s development begins to slow, followed by rapid

weakening of the muscles, loss of vision and hearing, and eventually full-scale

dementia. Tragically, those with the condition die by the age of 3 to 5 years old.

We now know this devastating disease is caused by a defect in the enzyme HexA,

which normally breaks down a fatty substance called GM2 ganglioside.209 In

HexA’s absence this substance builds up in cells of the nerves and brain, causing

them to stop working normally and eventually destroying them. Tay–Sachs is a

Mendelian recessive disorder, and, as such, is passed on by two carriers who do

not themselves suffer from the disease. In one common form of Tay–Sachs, a

mutation in an intron–exon junction means that the intron fails to be excised and

so remains in the final mRNA where it disrupts the protein code, leading to a

dysfunctional enzyme. Unfortunately, despite our detailed knowledge of the genetic

basis of Tay–Sachs, this devastating disease remains incurable. However, there

have been important steps forward in its prevention. This is mainly due to one

man, Rabbi Josef Ekstein, who, having lost four of his children to the disease, set up

a premarital testing service for potential couples in the Ashkenazi Jewish commu-

nity, in which arranged marriages still play an important role.210 If both individuals

test positive they are told that the marriage cannot go ahead. This service has

drawn some criticism on ethical grounds but its success at disease prevention
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than a grape, with over 30,000 genes (see Figure 16). So much for the genetic

superiority of our species, at least as assessed by gene number alone. But the other

big surprise was how little of our genomes are devoted to protein-coding

sequence. So when the DNA present in our introns and between genes is com-

pared to that coding for proteins, a seemingly insignificant 2 per cent is devoted to

the latter. This finding greatly strengthened a claim made decades earlier by

Susumu Ohno of City of Hope Medical Center in California, when he said, in

1972, that most of the human genome was what he called ‘junk’ DNA.213 In this
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first use of the phrase, Ohno was referring to ‘pseudogenes’, namely genes that

originally resulted from the duplication of a functional gene, but which have

become disabled through mutation, so they no longer produce a functional

protein. However, this term soon became a popular way of referring to all the

non-coding DNA in the genome.

At first glance, the existence of junk DNA seems to pose another problem for

Crick’s central dogma. If information flows in a one-way direction from DNA to

RNA to protein, then there would be appear to be no function for such non-

coding DNA. But if ‘junk DNA’ really is useless, then isn’t it incredibly wasteful to

carry it around in our genomes? After all, the reproduction of the genome that

takes place during each cell division uses valuable cellular energy. And there is also

the issue of packaging the approximately 3 billion base pairs of the human

genome into the tiny cell nucleus. So surely natural selection would favour a

situation where both genomic energy requirements and packaging needs are

reduced fiftyfold? An influential explanation for how the majority of a genome

could become junk rather than being eliminated by natural selection was put

forward by Richard Dawkins of Oxford University in 1976 in his book The Selfish

Gene. In this, he noted that ‘if the “purpose” of DNA is to supervise the building of
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Figure 16. Comparison of gene number between different species
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reactions—are all ribonucleotides or derived from these molecules, in line with a

generalized role for RNA and its subsidiaries in the formation of early life.226

One important unresolved issue is how the origin of the first replication

molecule relates to that of the first cell. We saw in Chapter 3 how the one-way

flow of information from DNA to protein in Crick’s central dogma ignores the

fact that changes in the cellular environment, working through proteins that

regulate gene expression, represent an important flow of information in the

reverse direction. Similarly, discussion of life’s origins has tended to assume the

replicator arose first and then somehow acquired a cellular membrane. However,

Jack Szostak at the Massachusetts General Hospital, who is ‘interested in the

related challenges of understanding the origin of life on the early earth and

constructing synthetic cellular life in the laboratory’, believes it more likely that

a primitive cell formed first and then acquired replicator molecules, since it’s hard

to imagine how a replicating system could survive without a membrane to keep it

from dispersing.235 In line with this, recent studies suggest that primitive mem-

branes could have been sufficiently permeable to allow important molecules
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suggested that the process was a catalytic one, since tiny amounts of such RNA

caused silencing.243 Mello has discussed how developing a new technology can be

‘exceedingly frustrating because you may never know how close you were to

success, and failures quite often teach you nothing. Partly because of this, those

working on technology development often tend to band together and share ideas

more than would otherwise be common among scientists. This was certainly the

case for Andrew Fire and me.’244

The search for the catalytic agent led to the discovery of a multi-subunit

protein complex, called the RNA-induced silencing complex, or RISC for short

(see Figure 18).245 This complex has two components, the first being a protein

named DICER, because it chops double-stranded RNA into much smaller frag-

ments called short interfering RNAs, or siRNAs for short. The second component

is the Argonaute proteins, which attach themselves to the siRNAs and transport

them to their matching sequence target in the mRNA, which is then inactivated. It

now became clear that the previous observations of silencing had accidentally
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Figure 18. How RNA interference switches off gene expression
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being cut by such DNAases, a map can be constructed of those regions that are

most accessible to transcription factors.260 In fact, recent studies have shown that

acetylation is merely one of a bewildering variety of chemical changes that affect

histones, others being methylation and phosphorylation. The sheer number of

these changes, each differently affecting gene expression, and the fact that such

changes are highly responsive to incoming cellular signals, has given rise to the

idea of a ‘histone code’ that operates parallel to the DNA code.266 Importantly,

whereas initially changes to histones were only thought to affect their association

with DNA, more recent studies show that these can also act as a signal to recruit

other proteins that regulate gene expression. Another important approach used

by ENCODE involved cataloguing these histone modifications in the genome.

A third approach ENCODE used to investigate genome activity was surveying

chemical changes in the DNA.260 Studies in the 1980s first showed that addition

of methyl (chemical structure -CH3) groups to C nucleotides within genes and

their regulatory regions profoundly affects their expression. As such, identifica-

tion of methylated C nucleotides across the genome is another indicator of gene

activity.266 Finally, ENCODE studied activity in the genome by cataloguing its
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encountered that, despite making other interesting new findings about the mobile

elements—for instance that other ‘suppressor’ genes could inhibit their activity—

she decided to stop publishing her work in this area. Instead, she diverted her

studies into the origins of corn as a species, which she carried out during a series

of trips to Central and South America where the plant originated.

But then, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, reports began to gradually filter in

from other biologists of evidence for mobile elements in bacteria and yeast.

Importantly, with new techniques for studying DNA at the molecular level

discovered around this time, it finally became possible to show how transposition

could occur. We now know there are two main types of transposons, both of

which occur in the human genome (see Figure 20).349 The first type replicate and

then, just as text on a computer word file can be cut and pasted, they insert

themselves elsewhere in the genome.352 Although transposons of this type are no

longer mobile in the human genome, they were active during the evolution of our
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been known since the 2nd century AD, and ancient Jewish laws recognized that if a

woman had two sons that died from circumcision her third son would not be

required to be circumcised, showing some awareness of women as carriers.446

Famously, Queen Victoria passed on the condition to many European royal

males.447 Indeed, the fact that the Russian Tsar and Tsarina’s son had the disorder,

and subsequently enlisted the monk and supposed faith healer Rasputin to treat

the child, has been proposed as one of the destabilizing influences on the royal

court that helped trigger the Russian Revolution. The discovery in 1991 of the

remains of the Russian royal family, executed in 1918 at the height of the civil war

that swept the country after the revolution, led to the demonstration that the

haemophilia was due to a mutation in the intron–exon boundary of exon 4 of the

clotting factor IX gene, showing this was a splicing disorder.447

The recognition that some human disorders followed the same inheritance

patterns as Mendel’s pea plants was a major step forward in human genetics.

However, even the discovery that genes are made of DNA did not initially make it

any easier to identify the specific gene defects responsible for such disorders, with

the exception of conditions that affect the haemoglobin protein, like sickle cell

anaemia and the thalassaemias. Here the link was obvious, given that these

disorders were clearly connected with failure of the blood to transport oxygen

in the normal manner. While both are recessive disorders, sickle cell is caused by a

single amino acid change in the haemoglobin protein,448 while thalassaemias are

generally caused by a failure to properly produce the protein in normal

amounts.449 In 1949, Linus Pauling, who would receive a Nobel Prize in 1954
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One region, called the prefrontal cortex, which has been implicated in complex

thought, expression of personality, decision-making, and social interaction, is

particularly pronounced in humans (see Figure 23).554 Another region, the arcuate

fasciculus, which connects parts of the brain implicated in language, is also visibly

different in humans.

To gain insights into functional differences between our brains and that of

chimps, recent studies have used a variety of different approaches. So Daniel

Geschwind and his team at the University of California have been studying

different patterns of expression of mRNA transcripts in human and chimp

brains.556 Because the brain is such a complex organ, such analysis has been

carried out on numerous different brain regions (Figure 24). This revealed that

there are major differences in the levels of thousands of RNA transcripts between

the two species. Surprisingly, few of these differences appear to be specific to a

particular brain region. There are two possible explanations for this. One is that

the unique attributes of the human brain evolved without large-scale changes in

the gross functional and structural composition of these regions. If true, this

would tend to go against the idea that human brains are compartmentalized

into modules, each responsible for a different behaviour. This view of the brain,

vividly captured by Harvard University linguist Steven Pinker’s analogy with a

Swiss army knife with its multiple gadgets, is in line with the fact that injuries to

the brain can often result in some apparently quite specific defects, for instance in

language ability.557 The idea of a ‘modular’ brain was subsequently linked to the

proposal that different human characteristics are coded by specific genes that are

only expressed within these modules.

This view of the human brain and the behaviour that results from it was

challenged by the discovery that our genomes contain just over 20,000 genes,

not much more than a worm or a fruitfly. These findings make it difficult to see

Cat Dog Rhesus monkey Human

Figure 23. Prefrontal cortex in humans compared to other mammalian species
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how such a small number of genes could carry out the bewildering array of

different human behaviours. As we saw in Chapters 4 and 5, though, genes have

multiple ways to express themselves through alternative splicing, cell-type specific

enhancers, and non-coding RNAs, so there is a danger of overemphasizing this

point. The lack of differences in mRNA expression in different brain regions also

argues against modularity, although it is possible that the regions analysed were

too big to reveal differences in a few cell types. Finer-scale analysis will be required

to address this issue. Fortunately, this is becoming increasingly feasible as new

techniques make possible the study of the ‘transcriptome’ of single cells.

However, there are other reasons for doubting that particular human behav-

iours can be confined to specific regions of the brain in such a localized fashion.

For instance, a recent study of electrical activity in the brains of monkeys engaged

in problem-solving show that synchronization of brainwaves to form new com-

munication circuits occurs across the prefrontal cortex and the striatum, two

completely different brain regions.558 Earl Miller of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, who led the study, believes this shows ‘there is some unknown
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different brain regions, and whether changes in these dynamic features of the

human brain provide insights into some brain disorders.561

While insights can be gained by studying the differences between adult human

and chimp brains, another important source of human uniqueness may lie in

differences in brain development. As such, recent studies have investigated differ-

ences in mRNA levels in different regions of the brain at different developmental

stages, both before and after birth.554 One conclusion of such studies is that there

are major differences in the times at which different genes are expressed during

development in humans, compared to chimps, with some genes expressed sub-

stantially later in humans, others much earlier. Such differences are especially

prominent in the prefrontal cortex compared to other brain regions. Genevieve

Konopka, who studied this issue with Daniel Geschwind at the University of

California, believes this shows that ‘the intricate signalling pathways and enhanced

cellular function that arose within the frontal lobe created a bridge to human

evolution’.563 Of particular interest is that genes involved in the formation of new

synapses peak in expression several months after birth in chimp prefrontal cortex

but only after 5 years of age in this region in humans (see Figure 25).554 Moreover,

electron microscope analysis of the synapses themselves shows that these are still

being formed as late as 10 years old in humans.

According to Konopka, ‘the biggest differences occurred in the expression of

human genes involved in plasticity—the ability of the brain to process informa-

tion and adapt’.563 This would fit with the fact that human children have a much
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different parts of the nerve cell would contain similar types of proteins. However,

it is now becoming clear that different regions of the nerve cell contain different

populations of non-coding RNAs.574 Given the capacity of non-coding RNAs to

regulate translation of mRNAs into proteins, this suggests that specific dendrites

or axon branches may have a unique protein profile, with important implications

given the role of such structures in learning and memory. Moreover, the fact that

one of the proteins whose translation is regulated by non-coding RNAs is the

transcription factor CREB, whose role in learning and memory we discussed in

Chapter 3, shows the potential complexity of the feedback processes involved.575

Such a focus on non-coding RNAs is important, given their rapidly emerging

roles, but we should not forget the potential importance of other epigenetic

mechanisms for human brain function, for instance, those involving chemical

modifications to the DNA or the proteins that associate with it as part of the

complex nature of chromatin. We’ve already discussed how epigenetic changes

to the genome constitute a key way in which the cells of a developing embryo

‘differentiate’ into the myriad different cell types of the body, despite having

identical genomes at the level of DNA sequence alone.576 Such changes underlie

the very different functional properties of such cells, for instance, the beat of a

heart cell, the ability to conduct electrical impulses of a nerve cell, or the capacity

of a liver cell to metabolize food and toxins. This differentiation of cells during
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